21. Who this week suggested that run away fathers should be stigmatised like drunk
drivers are?
22. Out of Somerset’s four home Twenty 20 games played so far this season, how many
have been rained off?
23. Steve McClaren is now manager of which football club?
24. This week the British library made a deal with who to enable access to out of
copyright books?
25. Which Australian comedian has been cast as the evil goblin king in the new hobbit
film?
26. In music what lasts longer, a crotchet or a quaver?
27. What has more calories a packet of skips or a packet of quavers?
28. Who has reportedly told rapper example “Grow up and grow some damn balls” on
twitter?
29. Where in the world do you find native wild three toed sloths?
30. Who was the reigning monarch when Sir Walter Raleigh was executed?
31. Which continent is possibly named after a Phoenician Princess from Greek
Mythology?
32. What used to be thought as the outermost planet but was reclassified as a dwarf
planet in 2006?
33. What planet has an axis of rotation at almost 90 degrees to the other planets and
was discovered through a telescope in Bath in the 18th century by William Herschel ?
34. What word can be used to describe a land mass that contains 2 continents and 35
countries but is sometimes used when referring to one of the countries
35. What EU country’s motto when translated into English is “Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity.”?
36. The founder of the green shield gift shop came up with the idea whilst holidaying in
which greek city?
37. What can be both a part of the eye and the greek goddess of the rainbow?
38. In greek mythology who did the Olympians beat to gain supremacy over the world?
39. Which woman was the first person to receive two nobel prizes one for physics and
one for chemistry?
40. Link?
41. Bob Holness of blockbuster fame played what character in a South African radio play
making him the second ever actor to take on the role?
42. What song begins with the lyrics “I heard you on the wireless back in 52
43. Who wrote the poem “Said Hamlet to Ophelia, I’ll draw a sketch of thee, What kind of
pencil shall I use? 2B or not 2B?”
44. How many periods of play are there usually in a game of basketball?
45. If you travel due west from Landsend, which country will you come to first?
46. How many vertebrates are there in the zodiac?
47. What religious group produces the watchtower magazine?
48. Do plants or animal cells typically have cell walls?
49. What steak dish is named after the Roman goddess of the hunt?
50. What number do you get if you multiply all the fingers on the left hand of everyone on
earth (population 6,775,235,700)?

